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Chapter 271 Being Attacked 

The Margaret bar, Francis threatened Weasel and took Vanessa’s photo. The party had already left. 

Watching Weasel run behind and call Wade, Lin Rui blinked and stood up from his chair. 

“Thor, I’ve got something to do. Let’s go. I’ll give you the keys. You can drive yourself back. Don’t wait 

for me.” As he gets up, Lin Rui pulls out the jeep keys and throws them to Thor. 

Shout! 

“Hey! Where are you going?” Seeing the keys thrown in front of him, Thor asks quickly. However, Lin Rui 

has already turned quickly and left. 

“What’s the point of giving me the keys, when I can’t even drive?!” Looking at the direction in which Lin 

Rui disappears, Thor holds the car key on the table in his hand and mutters helplessly. 

Of course, Thor knew that Lin Rui’s sudden departure was obviously related to those people who had 

just left now, so after thinking about it for a while, Thor stayed at the bar with confidence and didn’t go. 

Now Thor has no power. Even if something happens, there is no way for him to help. It is better to let 

Lin Rui solve the problem by himself. He believes in Lin Rui’s strength. 

Da Da Da ~ 

In the dark alley outside Margaret’s Sisters Bar, Francis and his party were leaving quickly. Francis has 

been informed of Deadpool and of course, his next step is to find Vanessa. The feud between Francis 

and Wade, whether private or public, is irreconcilable. 

Brush ~ 

A short distance behind Francis and his party, a man in shadows was following them closely. Needless to 

say, it was Lin Rui who had transformed into Mirage Knight. Now that Francis has reappeared and is still 

looking for trouble with the Deadpool, Lin Rui doesn’t mind settling them all here. Although this may 

involve the power behind Francis, Lin Rui doesn’t care as they will have to face each other anyway. 

So, just as Francis and Lin Rui are about to walk out of the dark alley, Lin Rui finally decides to step out. 

He stepped out of the shadows and rushed forward with his Lightness Speed Power. These people are 

no match for Lin Rui and he is too lazy to kill them using assassination techniques. 

“Francis!” Lin Rui pulled out the Thunder Blade from his waist and rushed towards Francis in front of the 

group. 

Brush! 

After hearing the movement behind him, Francis and his team quickly turned around. In the next 

moment, what caught their eyes was a gorgeous purple blade light. However, in the face of Lin Rui’s 

attack, Francis, although a little surprised, seemed to have some other meaning deep in his eyes. 

“Get out of the way! With a shout, Francis rolled aside first. 

Pū Pū Pū! 



Not needing to be reminded by Francis, Angel Dust and the others have also moved aside. 

Brush! 

Rumble! 

With a flash of purple light, Lin Rui cuts a big hole in the damp and dim alley. The flummoxed Francis 

was swept aside by the blast and was dazed for a moment. 

“Ah!! 

“My arm! 

Although many people timely evade the attack, two people were injured by the sword light. One’s calf 

was missing, and one’s arm was severed and they began to scream. 

Brush! 

The attack shocked and stunned Francis and Lin Rui continued to rush forward quickly, he had to settle 

this fight within seconds. This time, he wouldn’t give the violent woman Angel Dust any chance to move 

against him. 

However, just as Lin Rui was about to rush into the crowd in front of him and kill them all, he suddenly 

felt that there was a slight movement in the rear as if a wind was blowing. 

Boom! 

Then, when Lin Rui failed to respond, he was suddenly attacked from behind, as if hit with a hammer. 

Lin Rui, leaping high in the air, was hit by the inexplicable hammer-like attack and fell directly to the 

opposite side. But before Lin Rui could react, another attack hit him in the chest. 

Bang! 

Lin Rui, who was falling, was once again blasted into the air! Two attacks in a row hit him but Lin Rui 

doesn’t even see what’s attacking him! If it wasn’t for these two attacks being physical attacks and were 

defended by the Phantom Suit for most of their power, Lin Rui would have been seriously injured in 

both attacks. 

“What the hell?” He tried his best to adjust his body in midair and he was shocked, he began to sense 

the surroundings with his Insight Technique. 

But the Insight Technique, unleashed with all its might, failed to find the source of the attack. Lin Rui can 

only vaguely feel an object moving at a high speed around him, so fast that Lin Rui’s mind can hardly 

catch it. 

Brush! 

Just when Lin Rui tried his best to lock up the fast-moving object, the shadow rushed over again. Lin 

Rui’s right hand only had time to lift up by a centimeter, and the attack had hit him again. His body’s 

response can’t keep up with his thinking at all, let alone his thinking can hardly react to these attacks. 

Lin Rui now seems to be thrown into a time and space that has been slowed down by dozens of times, 

and he can only watch the figure attack himself with super fast speed. 



Boom! 

Finally, Lin Rui was kicked to the ground by the figure after suffering dozens of blows in mid-air. Lin Rui, 

who had almost given up resistance, smashed into the ground in a horrible manner, splashing a piece of 

sewage. 

Lin Rui, who fell to the ground, took no other action and just laid on the ground quietly, looking like he 

was stunned. However, although the figure’s speed did exceed Lin Rui’s reaction limit, the attack power 

of the said figure was very limited. Lin Rui was only slightly injured by so many punches and lost little of 

its strength. Lin Rui’s weakness is designed to make the person relax his guard. If he shows up carelessly, 

Lin Rui has some assurance that he can hurt the person instantly. 

But as he was waiting for the attacker to arrive, Lin Rui, who had fallen to the ground in a stupefying 

state felt a strange mental wave through his body. 

The first warning comes from the Guardian charm that Lin Rui wears, but it only lasted for a moment 

before it broke. Then that powerful mental wave had broken the Phantom Suit’s spiritual defenses and 

attacked Lin Rui’s consciousness. 

Shout! 

Lin Rui, who was lying on the ground with great vigilance, felt only a wave in his head, and then fell 

asleep, his thoughts were quickly pulled to a very familiar place. 

“Lin Rui! Are you still sleeping at work? Do you want to get fired?” The scene in front of him slowly 

became clear, and Lin Rui’s ear suddenly heard a familiar voice deep in his memory. 

“What? Wang Xiaoya?!” Lin Rui quickly got up and looked behind him. 

Chapter 272 Grasping 

Lin Rui, who was suddenly awakened, turned around and saw his colleague Wang Min, but Lin Rui 

privately gave her the nickname “Wang Xiaoya”. Speaking of which, in their company, the relationship 

between Wang Xiaoya and Lin Rui is pretty good. But what was he doing here? Is he asleep and 

dreaming? Why did he feel that this situation is wrong? 

“Cough! Wang Min, I didn’t sleep! How can I sleep during work hours?” After coughing twice, Lin Rui 

shook his head to clear away the confusion. 

“You didn’t sleep?! If I hadn’t called you, you would have been dreaming until the Boss came!” Hearing 

Lin Rui’s words, Wang Min crossed her arms in front of her and looks down at him. 

Lin Rui wanted to explain himself but he suddenly froze when he looked around the office. Then, a 

coolness burst out from the bottom of his heart and went directly into his head. 

“Dream? Am I dreaming?” When Lin Rui looked at Wang Min in front of him again, he had lost his 

flattering look. 

“Lin Rui? What’s wrong with you? Are you still asleep?” Wang Min asked curiously when she saw the 

changes in Lin Rui. 



“Indeed, I do seem to be dreaming. However, it is time for me to wake up!” Watching Wang Min 

approaching himself, Lin Rui stepped back and said slightly. 

“What the hell are you talking about?” 

“Wake Up!” Without paying attention to what Wang Min had said, Lin Rui’s eyes suddenly became 

sharper and he sighed. 

Buzz! 

With Lin Rui’s low roar, a powerful mental surge suddenly burst out of his mind and instantly swept the 

office. Under the sweep of that spiritual power, the entire office was broken into pieces like glass. There 

was deep darkness behind the broken glass. Finally, Lin Rui was shrouded in darkness and he was soon 

devoured by that same darkness. 

… 

At night, in the alley outside the Margaret’s Bar, Lin Rui was lying motionless on the ground. Beside him, 

there was a man and a woman squatting beside him. The girl with red hair was emitting red light in 

circles around his head. The silver-haired boy stood quietly, protecting the red-haired girl. 

As for the Francis team, they are still standing in the distance. Although they are obviously in a single 

group, the man and the woman don’t seem to want others to interfere in their actions. 

Buzz ~ 

With both hands waving rhythmically on Lin Rui’s head, the red-haired girl is exerting her abilities with 

all her strength: creating a fantasy in the depths of his consciousness. However, the process that was 

easy in the past now seems very difficult, her frowns are tightly closed. 

“Wanda, what’s wrong? Can’t you control him?” Seeing his sister couldn’t end her abilities for so long, 

the boy who stood beside the girl couldn’t help but speak. 

“Pietro, this guy’s mental defense is very strong. Although I got him into that fantasy but I can’t do more 

than that and I can’t control him.” Hearing her brother’s words, Wanda, who was trying to use her 

abilities, whispered back. 

It turned out that the men and women with special hair color turned out to be brother and sister. And, 

the names they just yelled at each other turned out to be Marvel World’s famous Mutants, Scarlet 

Witch Wanda and Quicksilver Pietro. Lin Rui was overwhelmed even before he could react which was 

apparently done by Quicksilver. As for how Lin Rui suddenly fell into the illusion of his previous life, it is 

the work of Scarlet Witch, it is Scarlet Witch’s mental control and no one knows if Lin Rui can survive it. 

And just when Scarlet Witch tried to control Lin Rui who was already in the illusion, he suddenly burst 

out with a powerful mental wave, and immediately expelled Scarlet Witch’s power from his body. 

“Not good!” Scarlet Witch shouted, feeling the powerful mental power that erupted from Lin Rui. 

Shout! 



Then she quickly stood up and backed out. Her mind control had failed. As a long-range ability user, the 

first thing she need to do is to distance herself from the opponent. At the same time, Quicksilver, who 

heard Wanda’s reminder, was also ready to act. 

However, after the powerful mental force broke through Scarlet Witch’s control, Lin Rui on the ground 

did not move further, and seemed to be still in a coma. This made Quicksilver a little confused, and then 

he looked at her sister behind him, his eyes suggesting what she was doing now. 

“This … maybe he was in a coma because he used too much mental power.” Scarlet Witch said with 

some uncertainty after feeling Lin Rui’s state. 

“What about now? Can you still control him?” Quicksilver asked, frowning slightly at his sister’s words. 

“If the mental power he just exploded was indeed his own, then I would have a hard time controlling 

him. People with this level of mental power will protect themselves even when unconscious.” Scarlet 

Witch said while shaking her head. 

“It doesn’t matter if you can’t control him, anyway, he can’t escape now. So, let’s get him back first, at 

least we gained something out of this situation.” Since Scarlet Witch can’t control this guy, Quicksilver 

can only get him back first. 

“Well, I’ll double-check to make sure he’s really fainted.” Scarlet Witch promised after hearing 

Quicksilver’s words, then carefully approached Lin Rui again, and began to release her mental power. 

Buzz ~ 

Ten seconds later, Scarlet Witch put her hand away. 

“Yes, he is passed out.” Standing up from Lin Rui’s position, Scarlet Witch said lightly. 

“Well, that’s it for today’s mission. I thought I could catch some big fish, but I didn’t expect that there 

was only one person who made trouble.” Quicksilver complains dismissively and reaches out to Lin Rui 

on the ground. 

“This guy is not simple, I have never met a guy who I can’t control with my powers. Moreover, this guy 

obviously has a close relationship with X-MEN, otherwise, they wouldn’t have appeared with him on the 

bridge last time,” Scarlet Witch said calmly when she heard the disdain in her brother’s tone. 

“No matter how powerful this guy is, when it comes to us, he is nothing more than an advanced thug. 

But it’s funny to see this guy lose his memory or be controlled against his teammates.” Quicksilver 

continued with a contemptuous smile. 

“Pietro, do you really think that we’re doing the right thing?” Scarlet Witch asked when she heard her 

brother’s words. 

“Wanda, there are many things in the world that are not right or wrong. It’s just that they stand at 

different angles. Now, the situation we are in can only give us this choice.” Seeing Wanda asked another 

question, Pietro’s eyes fluctuated slightly as he replied. 

“Well, tonight’s mission is over, we should leave too.” Seeing that Francis was coming over here, Pietro 

didn’t say anything more to Wanda. 



Brush! 

Their silhouette flashed, and Quicksilver had taken Scarlet Witch and the unconscious Mirage Knight on 

the ground out of the alley. As for the Francis who came over, they were not surprised at all about the 

disappearing Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch. One of the hidden missions they came here to do is to 

capture Deadpool or X-Men. Of course, the appearance of Mirage Knight was a surprise. 

Now that Mirage Knight has been taken away, they are going to find Vanessa next. To deal with 

Deadpool, the more cards they have, the better. Under the leadership of Francis, they quickly left while 

nobody noticed what had happened in the alley. 

Of course, Francis didn’t know how much trouble such a simple hidden mission would bring to him and 

the forces behind him. If they knew, maybe they wouldn’t have caught Mirage Knight. 

Chapter 273 Connection 

Brush! Brush! 

Quicksilver was holding Scarlet Witch in one hand, and Lin Rui in other and he was quickly rushing out of 

New York City. With his speed, the city’s surveillance cameras could only see a shadow passing by them 

and they could not take a clear picture at all. 

“Damn It! Why did Scarlet Witch and Quicksilver appear here?! Is the force behind Francis Hydra?” Lin 

Rui, who was held by Quicksilver, seems to have been in a coma all the time, but in fact, he was 

pretending to be unconscious. He woke up as early as he broke through the fantasy world of Scarlet 

Witch. However, at that time, he really consumed a lot of mental power. In order not to be attacked by 

Quicksilver, he could only continue to pretend to be unconscious. Of course, the current situation made 

him feel very uneasy. 

He had heard what Scarlet Witch and Quicksilver had said after he woke up and Lin Rui quickly 

determined their identity based on their words and his own experience. However, it was only after 

seeing the identity of the siblings that Lin Rui was more disturbed. 

Lin Rui has already felt the Quicksilver’s power, and his full use of the Insight Technique only allows him 

to detect a shadow. His body was barely able to keep up with his mind. In contrast to the Marvel movies 

Lin Rui has seen in his previous lives, the speed of this Quicksilver should be between the two versions 

of Quicksilver in X-Men and Marvel movies but Lin Rui doesn’t know if this is the maximum speed for 

Quicksilver. 

Moreover, although Quicksilver’s attack on himself was not very aggressive, Lin Rui knows that he is not 

just that powerful, but that he clearly does not want to kill himself. Quicksilver is so fast that the kinetic 

energy he produces will be obviously huge and the physical defense of the Lin Rui’s Phantom Suit should 

be overwhelmed. 

As for Scarlet Witch, Lin Rui is even more frightened by her abilities. Unexpectedly, Lin Rui was drawn 

into the fantasy world she created in his own mind without a sound, and it is the fantasy world of Lin 

Rui’s previous life. If Lin Rui had really immersed himself in that fantasy world and thinks that the 

current Marvel World was just a dream, then he may never have been able to wake up and he would be 

controlled by Scarlet Witch in the end. 



However, after an outbreak of mental shock, Scarlet Witch will no longer easily use her ability on Lin Rui 

as there is a strong chance for a counter-attack if the ability is not used well. The current mental power 

of Scarlet Witch is obviously not enough to control such a mentally strong person as Lin Rui. 

Even so, Lin Rui didn’t dare to use even the slightest amount of his mental strength now as he could not 

stand another attack of Scarlet Witch, that feeling was too bad. Although Lin Rui has experienced many 

dangers after being reborn in this Marvel World, Lin Rui is obviously willing to live in the present life 

compared to his fucked up previous life. After all, in this life he has the opportunity to take control of his 

life and hold everything in his hands. 

“If Quicksilver keeps running like this with me, then Peter and others will not be able to catch up! I hope 

he will rest soon!” Feeling Quicksilver’s speed, Lin Rui could not help worrying. 

In fact, Lin Rui had already contacted Sky’s Eye when he was attacked by Quicksilver. After all, Lin Rui 

had already seen the power that was revealed last time by the forces behind Francis and he is obviously 

unable to deal with it alone. 

However, he did not expect that it was Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch that dealt with himself, and the 

battle ended quickly in an unexpected situation. And Quicksilver is now leaving New York with him, even 

though Sky’s Eye has been tracking his position, but they can’t catch up with this speed. 

Huh ~ 

I don’t know if it was Lin Rui’s prayer that worked or Quicksilver was a bit tired. When he rushed to the 

outskirts of New York, he finally slowed down. A few seconds later, Quicksilver had already appeared on 

the side of the road and moved forward like a normal person. 

“The man should be right ahead.” With Mirage Knight in a coma, Quicksilver looked ahead at an 

intersection and spoke to Scarlet Witch beside him. 

“Yeah.” Scarlet Witch answered somewhat carelessly and no one knows what she was thinking. 

“Wanda, I know you’re tired of this life. I promise you, in a little while we’ll leave the organization and 

live where no one can find us.” It was as if he knew what Scarlet Witch was thinking and Quicksilver 

promised in a whisper. 

“Pietro, do you really think that people like us can live in peace?” Scarlet Witch asked, frowning in 

disbelief. 

“Yes!” Quicksilver replied earnestly. 

Then, both of them stopped talking. At the intersection ahead, two cars could be seen waiting. 

“Ah! It seems that it’s not so incomprehensible that the two brothers and sisters turned to Avenger’s 

alliance in the movie. At least they are not really bad people.” Lin Rui, who was pretending to be 

unconscious hears the talk between the brother and sister and thinks silently. 

However, Quicksilver clearly wants to live a normal life far away from these disputes but for powerful 

people like him and Scarlet Witch, even if Hydra is overthrown in the end, SHIELD will not really let them 

live ordinary lives. Fury would pay close attention to them even if he doesn’t recruit them into the 

Avengers. 



“However, the brother and sister in the comics seem to be Magneto’s children. I don’t know if it is really 

true here. If so, then I wonder if Magneto knows that he has a son and a daughter or if he’s working for 

Hydra.” With Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch, Lin Rui also thinks of another Marvel World character, 

Magneto, who also has superpowers. 

“I hope Magneto doesn’t know, otherwise if his Mutants Brotherhood is connected with Hydra, then 

things will be tricky.” Finally, Lin Rui can only hope so in his heart. 

Shout! 

Finally, after thinking a lot in his mind, Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch came to that intersection and 

stopped beside the two cars. 

Card ~ 

Soon, the door of the car in front opened and two big men got out of it. They nodded at Quicksilver and 

Scarlet Witch, who had already picked up Mirage Knight. 

Shout! 

Rudely throwing Mirage Knight into the car, the two guys got in again without saying anything. As for 

Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch, they are not surprised by this at all, their mission is over anyway. As for 

the guy they captured, they only need to hand him over to the organization, then they wouldn’t care. 

Boom ~ 

The engine roared and the two cars drove quickly outside New York in the dark. 

… 

Margaret bar, Thor, who has finished drinking, has been waiting for Lin Rui to come back. Although Lin 

Rui told Thor not to wait for himself when he left, Thor couldn’t drive. So he is going to wait, but 

depending on the situation, Lin Rui is not going to come back. 

Looking at the door of the bar, Thor has a bad feeling in his heart. Even if Lin Rui had gone out to deal 

with those guys from before, he should have returned at this time. Thor didn’t think that Lin Rui’s could 

not deal with those “little punks” with his strength. But Thor still felt that something is wrong. 

After thinking about it, Thor still pulled out his phone and dialed Lin Rui’s number. 

“Beep beep ~” The call cannot be connected. 

Chapter 274 Spiderman Vs Quicksilver 

Dudududu ~ 

“He is not answering the phone? Is something really wrong?” Thor frowned as he looked at the 

unreachable cell phone. 

“Forget it, I’ll just leave the jeep here. Anyway, Jackson’s broken jeep wouldn’t get stolen.” Although 

there was a bad feeling in his heart, Thor didn’t think Lin Rui would be in danger and he took the key and 

left. And, even if Lin Rui is really in trouble, Tohor could do nothing now. 



While Thor was walking alone on the road to his house, Sky’s Eye in the Guardian Base was anxiously 

hacking every surveillance cameras around New York to look for images of where the signal on Mirage 

Knight finally disappeared. 

“Spiderman! The signal from Mirage Knight has just been blocked. You better speed it up!” While 

searching anxiously, Sky’s Eye reminded Spiderman. 

After Lin Rui was thrown into the car, his signal was blocked, so that now Sky’s Eye can only let 

Spiderman get to Lin Rui’s last location. 

“I’m reaching there soon! By the way, did Mr. Stark send out any Iron Man Armors over to help?” Peter 

who knew Lin Rui’s true identity was more anxious now than anyone else at Lin Rui’s disappearance and 

he asked again. After learning that Lin Rui had been attacked and was asking for help, Peter asked Sky’s 

Eye to contact Tony and asked him to send out Iron Man Armor for support. 

“Eh! … Yes! Also, I feel that Mr. Stark may have sent out a bit too many.” After Spiderman asked this 

question, Sky’s Eye saw the densely displayed icons of Iron Man on the computer in front of him rushing 

towards the last location where Mirage Knight had disappeared. Judging from the signs on his computer, 

Tony has sent out 30 Iron Man Armors to help find the missing Mirage Knight. 

“Thirty Iron Man!” Involuntarily swallowed, Sky’s Eye said in shock. People who don’t know what’s going 

on would think that there is a war going on in New York. 

“Is it thirty?! It seems that Mr. Stark is really worried about Mirage Knight. Okay, I have reached the 

position where the signal disappeared, but I don’t see anyone.” Peter was a little surprised to hear Sky’s 

Eye’s answer but he soon recovered. He had already reached the intersection where Quicksilver had 

handed over Mirage Knight. 

“Where is Mirage Knight?!” Peter asked after landing on the high building next to the intersection. 

“According to the previous monitoring of the location of the Mirage Knight signal, he was taken away by 

two vehicles. After the signal was interrupted, the nearby monitoring also appeared unusually fuzzy, the 

specific direction of the departure has not been known. But even if they’re going fast, they’re probably 

have not gone far away yet.” Sky’s Eye answers Peter as he mobilizes nearby surveillance to find the two 

cars. 

“Then I’ll look this way first!” Since they have not gone far, Peter had to choose a direction first. 

Pū! 

Firing his wrist spider silk, Peter had flown out again in one direction at the intersection. 

Buzz! 

However, just as Peter flew into midair, his spider-sense suddenly reacted violently. 

Brush! 

Peter, who was flying forward, quickly twisted his body in midair under the reminder of his spider-sense, 

and then, an unclear shadow flashed beside him, it was Quicksilver! Peter couldn’t capture the shadow 



even with his mutated super-strong vision. If it hadn’t been for his spider-sense, Peter would have 

simply not escaped Quicksilver’s attack. 

As the shadow passed, Peter seemed to hear a slight sound, as if the man who had taken him by surprise 

was surprised himself that Peter had dodged his attack. 

Buzz! 

While Peter was still surprised at what the strangely fast shadow was, his spider-sense warned him 

again. 

Boom! 

However, this time Peter was unable to escape from Quicksilver’s attack, and a fist hit him severely in 

the abdomen and Peter flew back in midair. 

“Sky ’s Eye! I’m under attack, can you see who is attacking me?” Using his spider-sense to fullest, Peter 

shouted towards Sky’s Eye. 

Although his Spider-sense can indeed warn him in advance of a threat, the speed of that attacker is too 

fast, so fast that Peter is too late to defend or dodge even if his Spider-Sense warns him. So Peter quickly 

sought support. 

“Attack? I didn’t see anyone attacking you? In the camera, I just saw you suddenly hit by something!” 

Hearing Spiderman’s words, Sky’s Eye at the base said in confusion. He wasn’t able to see the imminent 

figure on the monitor. Sky’s Eye thought that Peter had just flown out by himself, and was still 

wondering how he would fly like that. 

Boom! 

Pū Pū! 

“The attacker is too fast and it is almost impossible for me to capture his figure with the naked eye. I 

need support, how long till Iron Man reach here!” Within seconds of Sky’s Eye answering, Peter had 

been punched by Quicksilver again and was now flying about in the air without a rule. 

“Iron Man is ten seconds away. Hold on!” Answering Peter, Sky’s Eye is constantly slowing down the 

monitoring video. 

“Ah! I see him! The attacker! This Speed?!” Finally, after slowing down the surveillance video by 50 

times, Sky’s Eye finally gets a glimpse of a man jumping up and down attacking Spiderman. 

Although Spiderman is sensitive enough to dodge or strike back before each attack, the man is so fast 

that Peter can only dodge one or two out of ten attacks, while Peter can’t hit the attacker once. 

“Spiderman, that person is too fast, I can’t help you. However, Daredevil and the Dark Knight are already 

on their way, hold on!” Facing the rapid speed of Quicksilver, some of Sky’s Eye’s technological methods 

are of no use but he still tells Spiderman to hang in there until support arrives. 

As for the Dark Knight, it was Harry’s nickname. Although he didn’t join the League of Defender, he 

would inevitably make a move when Lin Rui or Peter needed help. Sky’s Eye also vaguely knows the true 



identity of the new New York Knight who has a good relationship with Mirage Knight and Spiderman, 

but he has not said much. 

“It seems that I can only rely on myself for now!” At the attacker’s speed, he can launch hundreds of 

attacks in ten seconds. Before Tony’s Iron Man team arrives, Peter may be seriously injured. So Peter 

snarled and threw out his arms. 

Pū Pū! 

Pū Pū Pū! 

With his arms outstretched, he kept shooting out small special silk balls around him. Then, these silk 

balls were flying out for several meters and all exploded. For a moment, the space of tens of meters 

around Peter was all covered with cobwebs, and he was half squatting in the center of a cobweb. 

It was just like a spider’s web, Peter used the cobwebs he launched to strengthen his surrounding sense. 

As a result, it would not be easy for the attacker to attack Peter silently. 

Hum! 

“There!” 

Pū! 

Chapter 275 Quicksilver Vs Iron Man 

Having sensed the movement from the cobweb, Peter moved without hesitation. At the same time, a 

cobweb flew out, and the man had already flung over there. 

Boom! 

However, the next moment, about a few tenths of a second, Peter seemed to hit something and was 

slammed back. 

Probably only Sky’s Eye, who has been watching the battlefield behind the scenes, by slowing down the 

surveillance video afterward to see what was happening at that moment can see what had happened. 

Quicksilver did not avoid the blockade of the spider web, and Peter’s instant judgment was correct. 

However, the speed at which the spider silk was shot was still slow. 

Slowing the video by a hundred times, Sky’s Eye can clearly see Quicksilver stepping on the cobwebs 

around Peter flexibly and he “Slowly” walked around from that side of the spider silk. Then, facing 

Spiderman rushing over to him, Quicksilver kicked him. 

Pū! 

Peter’s power is great, but he can’t reach Quicksilver. Faced with an opponent that is completely 

suppressing him by speed, Spiderman’s performance is only a little better than Mirage Knight. 

Call! 



Peter flew backward and eventually fell on the back of the cobweb. Although Quicksilver will fight 

Spiderman every time he attacks, his strength can only hurt Peter. Quicksilver doesn’t want to kill 

people, so he doesn’t use too much power. 

“Cough!” A series of blows to the chest made Peter cough. 

Quicksilver stopped after more than a dozen consecutive attacks and he landed on Peter’s cobweb and 

faced him. With extreme confidence in his speed, Quicksilver can fully crush any of these powerful 

opponents. 

“I’ve held out long enough. If the support doesn’t come, I’m going to turn into a sandbag.” Staring at the 

Quicksilver falling in front of him, Peter thought in silence. 

Brush brush! 

Just as Peter finished thinking in his mind, he heard a breaking noise on the sky behind him. Tony’s Iron 

Man team had finally arrived! 

“Iron Man? I didn’t expect to catch a big fish today!” Quicksilver, too, saw dozens of Iron men hurtling 

through the air and muttered, he disappeared from the top of cobwebs in a burst of speed. 

Zizi! 

Just as Quicksilver disappeared, an electric light flashed from the cobweb under his feet. Turns out, 

Peter just wanted to use Quicksilver to inadvertently use electric shocks to attack him. However, 

Quicksilver has escaped. 

“Spiderman, where is Mirage Knight?” Thirty Iron Man had already flown towards Peter, and Tony’s 

voice came quickly. 

“I don’t know. I was stopped by that guy when I was about to find him. The person who stopped me was 

very fast and exceeded my response limit.” Peter answered quickly after hearing Tony’s inquiry. 

“J.A.R.V.I.S split up in three teams and find the car that left with Mirage Knight. The rest, let’s have a 

good meeting with the opponent who beat you like this.” Hearing Peter’s answer, Tony went on to 

address JARVIS 

“Yes, Sir.” 

Brush brush! 

After the JARVIS said yes, 24 of the 30 Iron Man units split into three groups and rushed out in three 

directions. At Iron Man’s speed, as long as those two cars don’t have wings, they will surely be 

overtaken by Iron Man. As for this side, Tony thinks it’s enough to keep six Iron Men Armors. 

“Turn on the scan and let’s find the guy who took Mirage Knight!” Iron Man has already arranged to find 

Mirage Knight and he is going to teach a lesson to the person who beat up Spiderman. 

Dī Dī! 

“Unknown energy fluctuations are scanned!” Just after Tony gave the order, J.A.R.V.I.S suddenly 

sounded an alarm. 



The next second, red rays burst into the air from a corner below and rushed towards an Iron Man Armor 

which was flying in three directions in mid-air. 

Kakaka! 

Then, in front of the shocked eyes of Tony and Peter, Iron Man, who was exposed to the red light, began 

to flutter in the air uncontrollably. 

“J.A.R.V.I.S, what’s going on?” Tony asked quickly, seeing the unusual change in Iron Man Armor. 

“Sir, thirteen Iron Man Armors are getting controlled by some unknown external forces.” Soon, 

J.A.R.V.I.S answered the question. 

“Is there a way to get rid of it?!” 

“Calculating the power needed to get out of control … the calculation is complete and we are going to 

get out of control.” 

Boom boom! 

Under the quick calculation of J.A.R.V.I.S, the thirteen injectors under the feet of Iron Man controlled by 

Scarlet Witch instantly ejected more dazzling light blue flames, and obtained huge power in an instant. 

Swipe! 

The next moment, the thirteen Iron Man dancing in the midst of the sky rushed into the sky and got rid 

of Scarlet Witch’s control. With Arc Reactor’s full energy release, Scarlet Witch obviously couldn’t 

control so many Iron Man at once. 

“Sir, the attackers have been scanned.” After taking the control of Iron Man back from Scarlet Witch, 

J.A.R.V.I.S has also found Scarlet Witch’s location and she was hiding just in the corner of a building 

behind this intersection. 

Call! 

No nonsense. Tony is already running that way. Lin Rui is attacked and caught, Peter meets a tough 

opponent, and now even Iron Man Armors are almost destroyed out of control. Tony thinks this event 

seems not so simple. However, since I met Lin Rui, not much seems normal to Tony. 

But isn’t that what Tony wants to do? To protect the earth is to wipe out all these hidden evil forces. In 

order to achieve this goal, Tony still needs to work hard. 

Dī Dī! 

However, just as Tony drove the Iron Man Armor towards Scarlet Witch, another alarm sounded from 

the steel suit. 

Boom! 

Before Tony could respond to the alarm, the Iron Man Armor was suddenly hit hard. The Iron Man 

Armor, which had been rushing forward was knocked out and flew out. He flew obliquely for more than 

ten meters in mid-air before he adjusted and suspended again. 



“J.A.R.V.I.S …” 

Boom! 

Bang Bang! 

Tony had just asked J.A.R.V.I.S what was attacking himself, but the subsequent attack interrupted him. 

Like a few Iron knots, the six Iron men are constantly being attacked by a moving shadow that shuttled 

back and forth and they were unable to make any effective response at all. 

However, Tony’s Iron Man Armor is very defensive, and Quicksilver’s fist bombing on the steel suit is 

nothing more than knocking it out, not causing much damage to the person inside. However, this was 

the first time Tony had been beaten passively. 

“J.A.R.V.I.S!” Tony yells as he gets dizzy from the crash. 

“Trajectory calculations have been completed and the strike is now anticipated.” Tony doesn’t have any 

instructions, but JARVIS, as Advanced intelligence, has done the right thing. 

Om! 

Whew! 

Just as the voice of JARVIS was speaking, the six Iron men hit by the Quicksilver, bouncing back and forth 

in midair, suddenly adjusted their positions simultaneously and fired laser beams from their raised arms. 

Six Iron men, a total of 12 laser beams, formed a random attack net at this intersection. 

Buzz! 

Chapter 276 Fleeing 

Buzz!! 

A complex network of 12 laser beams had just sealed off the intersection, but inside the sealed space, 

the two intersecting lasers were blocked by a red glow in front of the Quicksilver whose route was 

calculated by JARVIS. 

“Ha! I caught you!” Tony shouted excitedly when he saw Quicksilver trapped in the laser net. 

Although that weird red light stopped the two laser beams from attacking, it obviously wouldn’t last for 

long. 

“Pietro! Come on!” Quicksilver was almost trapped by the laser, and Scarlet Witch hiding below shouted 

at Quicksilver while using her ability to stop the two laser beams. 

Brush! 

After hearing Scarlet Witch’s words, Quicksilver looked at the laser beam blocked in front of him by a 

red glow that could break at any time and he finally disappeared again. After the disappearance of 

Quicksilver, Scarlet Witch also removed the energy that was blocking the laser beam and the two laser 

beams were directed at Quicksilver’s previous position and shot at it. However, no one was there. 

Shout! 



When Quicksilver disappeared from the laser net, Spiderman, who was still in the air before rushed 

towards the position of Scarlet Witch. Peter was seeing that the fast guy was being dealt by Iron Man, so 

he planned to come down and subdue another opponent. 

Boom! 

However, before Peter could see his opponent, a strong force hit his chest and he was flung back. 

“Realy? Telekinesis attack?” Peter who flew out apparently felt that it was not the fast guy who attacked 

himself this time, but it was an attack that could not be captured or defended against. So, while 

shooting his spider silk and pulling towards to the side of the building to stabilize himself, Peter called 

out in shock. 

In fact, according to Marvel comics of Lin Rui’s previous life, Scarlet Witch is a Fifth-Level Mutant, and 

her ability is extremely abnormal. But it was shown severely weakened in the movie. No one knows 

what steps her ability will reach in this real world. 

However, from the fact that she almost controlled Lin Rui and blocked Tony’s laser beam, she was at 

least no worse than in her movie counterpart. 

“Wanda! Let’s go!” Quicksilver also appeared beside Scarlet Witch after Spiderman was pushed back. 

Holding on to Scarlet Witch, Quicksilver snorted and reactivated his ability. 

Facing Tony’s Iron Man squad, Pietro and Scarlet Witch don’t plan to continue to engage with them 

anymore. This time their mission was to just grab someone and deliver them. Pietro wanted to see the 

support behind Mirage Knight. However, Tony dispatched thirty Iron Man Armors in one breath and he 

was left shocked and they could only run away now. 

Although Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch are working hard together, 30 Iron Man and Spiderman aren’t 

necessarily their match. However, they are likely to pay a significant price in dealing with them, which is 

not worth it. So after a little exposure, Quicksilver decided to pull out. With his speed, those Iron Man 

Armors can’t catch up. 

Swipe! 

After making up his mind, Quicksilver rushed out with Scarlet Witch and disappeared into the distance. 

Even if J.A.R.V.I.S’s calculations are fast, any Iron Man Armor can’t stop them if Pietro wants to leave. 

“Sir, they have left.” The laser beam ceased to fire, and J.A.R.V.I.S reported quietly to Tony. 

“Hmm, I see.” Although he didn’t wanted those two to flee, Tony also knew it would be impossible for 

him to catch them. 

“Spiderman, are you okay?” After integrating the six Iron Man left here, Tony asked Peter, who was on 

the top of the building. 

“I’m okay, they are just flesh wounds. However, these two people were very powerful and their abilities 

were weird! Is that kind of speed achievable by humans? Won’t his body crack? Also, the person who 

was hiding underneath seems to have some kind of mind attack powers or something, which is very 

difficult to deal with.” Shaking his head, Peter answered simply. Then Peter asked again, in a tone of 

great surprise. 



“Indeed, those two were very strong.” Tony echoed deeply. “So, we have to save Mirage Knight 

quickly!” 

After seeing the power of Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch, Tony and Peter became even more worried 

about the Mirage Knight being taken away. They don’t know what kind of organization it is and what 

would happen to Mirage Knight. 

“Sir, I have found the car.” Just when Tony and Peter were worried about Lin Rui, J.A.R.V.I.S suddenly 

reported some good news. 

“Eh? A car? Didn’t you say there were two?!” Tony asked with a slight frown at the words of JARVIS. If 

this fight was a diversion then they might have missed their best chance of rescuing Mirage Knight. 

“No other car has been found yet,” J.A.R.V.I.S answered truthfully. 

“Then let the other two teams continued to look for it. The team that found the car, have them 

intercepted it with all its power but don’t use lethal weapons in case you hurt Mirage Knight.” Soon, 

Tony ordered JARVIS. 

“Yes, sir.” JARVIS, who had accepted Tony’s order, quickly started to control the team of Iron Man who 

found the car and started to intercept them. 

“Mr. Stark, I’ll be there, too, in case Mirage Knight is really in there.” JARVIS ‘s words were clearly heard 

by Peter, who was not sure if Mirage Knight was in the car but he wanted to see for himself. 

“Well, let’s go together!” 

Brush! Brush! 

The next moment, Iron Man and Spiderman are hurtling in one direction. 

… 

“Dark Knight, one of the cars has been found, just five kilometers ahead of you.” As Tony and Peter both 

rushed towards the car, Sky’s Eye shared the news to Harry. 

“A car? What about the other one?” Harry asked a question after hearing Sky’s Eye’s reminder. 

“Not found yet,” Sky’s Eye answered truthfully. 

“So, where did the two cars disappear before?” Harry asked again after hearing Sky ’s Eye. 

“Well … they started at that intersection and disappeared after interfering with surveillance.” Hearing 

Harry’s question, Sky’s Eye quickly answered. At the same time, Sky’s Eye also sent some information 

about the intersection to Harry. 

“If that’s the case, then another car is likely to be …” After hearing Sky’s Eye’s answer, Harry murmured 

seriously and finally accelerated sharply, moving in the opposite direction to the car that was found. 

Chapter 277 Late 



Just when Tony brought the Iron Man Corps to drive away Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch and rushed to 

the spot where the car was found with Spiderman. Lin Rui was being carried by a man in a secret 

underground passage and he was surrounded by a five-member squad team. 

In fact, long after Lin Rui was transferred to these people, he had a chance to escape, because 

Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch, which Lin Rui was afraid of, were gone. However, Lin Rui still wanted to 

see what this group of people intends to do with him. 

If Lin Rui is right, these people should be Hydra’s hidden team. Now that they are paying attention to 

him, Lin Rui doesn’t mind giving them some trouble. Moreover, the completion of his mainline quest has 

been very slow recently, this time it is also a good opportunity for him to hit Hydra. 

Therefore, after being quietly transferred to the underground facility, Lin Rui made no movements and 

continue to pretend to be in a coma. However, these people look very professional. When they moved 

him to the underground facility, he was injected with a serum with unknown effects and a few small 

instruments were also put on him, which looked like something that shields any outgoing signal. 

Anyway, Lin Rui felt a little tired after being injected with the serum, but it hadn’t had much effect on 

him. He doesn’t know if the role of the serum itself is not strong or Lin Rui’s resistance is high, he thinks 

it should be the latter. 

After being carried for about ten minutes, Lin Rui finally sensed that the underground passage had come 

to an end. Sure enough, the team quickly slowed down and finally stopped in front of a wall. 

Without much pause, one of the team members headed to the wall and pulled out a metal object and 

stuck it up. Then, the metal object seemed to be attracted to the wall and then emitted a light blue light. 

Kakaka ~ 

Then something in the wall seemed to have been touched, and a sound of mechanical movement came 

through. Then the whole wall rose slowly in front of them, revealing a runway behind them. 

“Come on, we’ll soon be out of New York. The other squad has been destroyed. I hope the enemy won’t 

find their way in.” The gate opened and the leader of the team said in a low voice. Then, with Lin Rui on 

his shoulder, he entered the gate. 

Woohoo! 

Without any response, the remaining few people walked in quickly behind. 

Kakaka! 

After the procession disappeared through the gate, the rising wall slowly descended again, finally 

blocking the hidden runway behind it. 

… 

Bang~ 

About five minutes after the wall was restored to its original state, a faint explosion was heard at the 

entrance to the hidden underground passage. A few moments later, several Iron Men Armor with a 

Hoverboard hurtled in. Tony and Harry still found the underground passage and they quickly came over. 



“No way!” Jumping off from Harry’s hoverboard, Peter said angrily after glancing around. 

The car they found before was indeed fake. Although the people inside the car had decent firepower, 

they were soon defeated by several Iron Man Armor but Mirage Knight was not there. 

Just when Tony and Peter were at a loss, Harry suddenly found another missing car in the opposite 

direction. However, at this point the car was empty and the unknown assailant and Mirage Knight 

disappeared. 

Later, after a careful search of thirty Iron Man and Harry, they found this underground secret passage. 

After violently taking care of some of the remaining enemies at the entrance, Tony rushed in. However, 

he didn’t find any trace of anyone. Those people and Mirage Knight seem to have disappeared into thin 

air. 

“Damn! Where on earth did they run?!” Harry flew back and forth in the passage trying to find out the 

exit but he found nothing. 

“Sir, the material of this wall is special, and I can’t scan the situation behind it.” Just when everyone was 

worried, J.A.R.V.I.S’s calm voice came out. Although he was not ordered by Tony to do this, J.A.R.V.I.S. 

has been looking for Mirage Knight in various ways, and it was the first time it discovered the problem 

with the wall. 

“Eh? Can’t scan?!” After hearing J.A.R.V.I.S’s words, the eyes of Tony and Peter all gathered on the wall 

in front of them. 

“So, just blow it away!” Tony in the Iron Man Armor frowned and ordered. 

“Yes, sir.” 

Huh! 

Boom! Boom! Boom! Rumble! ~~ 

Without any hesitation, J.A.R.V.I.S. already controlled thirty Iron Man to conduct the first round of 

tentative attacks on the wall. For a time, countless bullets were fired, among which there were many 

powerful close-range attack missiles. 

Soon, the first round of attack was over, and the explosion of smoke gradually stopped. But when the 

wall reappeared before everyone’s eyes, their eyes involuntarily contracted. 

Did not get through! 

Under the intense fire from the 30 Iron Men Armor, only the outer part of the wall was damaged and 

the attack did not get through. It seemed clear that there was something hidden behind this wall that 

the forces who kidnapped Mirage Knight did not want anyone to know. 

“J.A.R.V.I.S, give me a laser attack! I want to see what’s behind this wall!” 

“Yes, sir.” 

Buzz! 



Sii! 

Then all 30 Iron Man turned on their laser weapons, pointed them at the center of the wall and fired. 

Faced with Lin Rui’s kidnapping, Tony, who had guessed the identity of Mirage Knight, is now especially 

worried. 

Buzz! 

In this way, under the attack of thirty Iron Man’s full-power laser weapons, the wall persisted for thirty 

seconds before being blown open. 

Rumble! 

After opening the hole, JARVIS soon controlled the laser beam to expand the size. Soon enough, a 

passage large enough for a car to drive through was cut through. 

“This is! …” After walking behind the wall, Harry looked at the straight track in front of him, looking 

stunned. 

As anyone with a good eye can see, this runway is clearly an acceleration runway specially built for high-

speed aircraft. If the previous group had left from here, the 10-minute difference would have been long 

enough for them to fly out of New York. 

Bang! 

“Damn it! Who the hell are these guys!?” Punching the wall in front of him, Peter gives a low roar. 

Lin Rui told them his true identity only a few days ago, and he was captured by the enemy within two 

days. Peter’s worry now was completely unimaginable. 

“Spiderman, Don’t worry, we’ll save Mirage Knight. And he’s not that simple. Maybe he’s trying to save 

himself while we’re trying.” Harry is also worried about Lin Rui, but this is all he can do to comfort Peter. 

“That’s right! For them to touch someone close to me! I won’t let them go!” Tony looks at the black 

track in front of him with cold eyes. 

Chapter 278 Base 

Whew! 

Under the cover of the night, a small, swept-wing aircraft sped across the sky, quickly leaving New York 

behind. Needless to say, this advanced aircraft was sent by Hydra to take Lin Rui away. I don’t know why 

they took a Vigilante so seriously. Maybe they weren’t after Mirage Knight. 

“Where is this taking me? If it’s too far from New York, even if I can make some noise, Tony and the 

others won’t have time to help!” Thrown in the back of the aircraft, Lin Rui has a helpless thought. 

This time, his plan was very risky. He wanted to pretend to be kidnaped and then he wanted to get 

inside Hydra to attack them. Looking at it now, Hydra’s layout and power are much stronger than Lin 

Rui’s expected and it is now difficult to say whether he can escape. 



In fact, Hydra’s technology has surpassed that of the real world as early as 60 years ago. It is possible to 

say that they have alien technology in their hands. But in the past 60 years, Hydra has been developing 

secretly under the guise of anonymity. It is really unpredictable how strong they are. 

“Eh? It’s slowing down! New York wouldn’t be too far off if it was just a short flight.” Lin Rui relaxes a bit, 

sensing the aircraft’s steady descent. 

With this aircraft flying for such a short time, if Tony’s Iron Man flew at full speed, it would only take a 

few minutes. So, as long as Lin Rui makes enough noise or contacts Sky’s Eye, he can get support quickly. 

Shout! 

Soon after, the high-speed aircraft landed in a wood. From the outside, it looked like a simple forest, but 

inside it was hiding a simple landing strip. 

When the aircraft came to a halt, Lin Rui was again picked up and carried out. Then, after about ten 

more minutes in the wood, they stopped again. 

“Are we there?” Lin Rui, who has been pretending to be unconscious did not dare to use his Insight 

Technique easily and he can only judge his current position through the actions of the team around him. 

Of course, if Lin Rui releases his Insight Technique completely, he would be able to sense a seemingly 

ancient castle a few hundred meters in front of him. This ancient castle is apparently Hydra’s secret 

base, but it’s hard to know how many Hydra secrets and manpower are hidden here. 

Huh ~ 

The team responding to Quicksilver stood there for a while, then drove an armored car from the front of 

the castle, and finally stopped slowly in front of the team. 

Card! 

The door opened and two guys in standard camouflage jumped out of the car and walked right in front 

of the squad. 

“Who the hell did you captured this time? Many Iron Man Armors are flying above New York searching 

back and forth, and they are acting like crazy. In addition to Tony Stark, New York’s other forces are also 

secretly looking for him, I really don’t know how this person can be involved with so many people and 

forces!” One of the guys who walked in front of the team looked at Mirage Knight carried by the leader 

of the squad and said strangely. It seems that the disappearance of Mirage Knight has alerted several 

forces throughout New York. 

In addition to Tony, the League of Defender is obviously looking for any clues about the attack on 

Mirage Knight. Jack has moved all the members of the Frankenstein Family and vowed to find some 

clues. 

Of course, in addition to Tony and the League of Defender, SHIELD also stepped in. Even if Tony didn’t 

want to let SHIELD get involved in his matter but it was about Lin Rui and he obviously wanted more 

help at this time. 



However, it is surprising that in addition to these three forces and individuals related to Mirage Knight, 

two unexpected forces have also joined the ranks of people who are looking for Mirage Knight, that is, 

Rick and David from New York Sanctum and X-MEN Iceman and Blink from Xavier School. 

Originally, Iceman just wanted to talk to Mirage Knight as they have not been in contact for so long and 

he planned to discuss something with him. After all, the last time when they dealt with the forces 

behind Francis together, Lin Rui impressed Iceman with his strength. He planned to make a friend. But 

when Iceman contacted Mirage Knight, he was told that he was missing and was taken away by some 

unknown force. So Iceman came with Blink to help. 

Rick and David from New York Sanctum, did not contact the League of Defender or Tony, they only 

discovered this when they were looking for Mirage Knight on a daily basis. Therefore, they also secretly 

joined the team looking for Lin Rui. 

So, on the bright side, Tony used his Iron Man Armor to search the whole New York and the location of 

the previous underground passage. Secretly, the sorcerers, the League of Defender, SHIELD, and X-MEN 

are doing their best to help. 

If Hydra knew that this Vigilante they had caught by accident would involve so many hostile forces 

“Except for knowing about New York Sanctum and X-MEN”, I wonder if they would regret it. Of course, 

regardless of whether they will regret it later, it is obvious that they will not release someone that they 

had captured. Since this man can startle so many forces in search of him, maybe he has more value than 

they had imagined. 

“It’s Mirage Knight of League of Defenders. Last time it seemed that he teamed up with X-MEN to kill 

Wind Spirit.” The Leader of the squad, with Lin Rui on his shoulder, replied calmly at the words of the 

soldier. 

“Really? Well, your mission has been completed, just leave that person to me.” He wasn’t going to say 

anything to the squad, but the uniform guy pointed to the armored car behind him and said. 

“Mission.” Instead of handing over Lin Rui over, the Leader carrying Lin Rui said coldly. 

“I know! I know! It’s trouble dealing with you guys who have no feelings.” Not surprised by the Leader’s 

attitude, the soldier reluctantly took out a tablet and handed it out. 

“Mission confirmation!” The leader said coldly, after sweeping the display. 

Then he threw Lin Rui into the armored car. Then they turned and left without a word. The teams used 

to complete outgoing missions are special soldiers created by Hydra, without a lot of emotion, who 

knows only to complete their mission and they are the best soldiers. 

“Let’s go, there are still people in the base waiting for this.” Watching the team leaving in front of him, 

the military man turned to the guy who got off with him and then got into the car again. 

Huh ~ 

Then the armored car turned again and headed for the castle. Lin Rui was soon taken to Hydra’s secret 

base. 

Chapter 279 Anxious Deadpool 



New York, Tony’s beach house. 

Dozens of Iron Man Armors had been searching all night in New York, but there was no trace of the two 

people who attacked Mirage Knight last night. As for Iron Man Armors, who Tony dispatched along the 

underground runway, they also found no clue, it seemed that those people really escaped far away. 

“Mirage Knight, Jackson, who the hell did you provoke?” Sitting on the soft sofa, Tony murmured. 

Although Tony has long suspected that Mirage Knight was Jackson who was always on his side, he has 

no intention of finding out or forcing him to tell. He is still waiting for Lin Rui to admit it himself. But 

before Lin Rui can admit it, he was caught in a bizarre attack, and they still have no clue. This worries 

Tony a lot. Tony is a lot more concerned about Lin Rui compared with Peter. 

“However, this kid already has a lot of secrets. Even if he was accidentally captured, he may not be in 

any danger. I hope he can come back safely.” Tony comforted himself. 

After listening to JARVIS’s search report from the night, Tony was really tired now. Of course, he 

wouldn’t rest at ease until he finds Lin Rui. 

“J.A.R.V.I.S, continue to search for suspicious people and detain them as soon as they are found.” 

Finally, the tired Tony is still going to take a break. He is not as special as Spiderman or Captain America 

who can work for a long time without any rest. 

“Yes, sir.” The intelligent system was not exhausted and J.A.R.V.I.S answered calmly as usual. 

… 

“Sky’s Eye, has it been analyzed? Where the hell are those two hiding?” Peter asked anxiously as he 

stood in front of Jerry in the guardian’s base. This was the fourth time in a night that Peter had asked 

the same question, but the Sky’s Eye had disappointed him every time. 

“Spiderman, that guy was too fast, it was so hard for me to get a snapshot of him through all this 

surveillance. Even JARVIS can’t figure out which way he’s headed, and I don’t have any good ideas.” 

Sky’s Eye, also worried about Mirage Knight, replies helplessly to a worried Spiderman. 

“Did you not say that you found something before? Is this what you found?” Peter asked impatiently. 

The secret runway they found last night was clearly an acceleration runway for high-speed aircraft, so 

now Lin Rui has apparently been taken out of New York. So Peter and his team have found a 

breakthrough in finding Lin Rui which rests with the men and women who attacked him before. But as 

the night went on and there was no sign of progress, Peter was already very upset. 

“It was just a passing shadow in that direction and the camera didn’t catch him again. So there’s really 

no way to find him with all this surveillance. And even if we did find their escape route from the 

surveillance last night, at his speed, he would have been gone by this time.” Faced with Spiderman’s 

aggression, Sky’s Eye is forced to explain again. 

Bang! 



Hearing Sky ’s Eye ’s explanation, Peter punched angrily on the table beside him. The disappearance of 

his best friend had made Peter very angry, and even without Venom’s influence, his anger could hardly 

be suppressed. 

“Spiderman, all you can do now is to trust them. With the help of so many people, we can surely find 

Mirage Knight. Also, we must also believe that Mirage Knight would not have been captured so easily.” 

Seeing Peter smashing the table, Harry came over to persuade him. 

Harry accompanied Peter to find the attacker all night, and he was equally worried about Lin Rui. 

However, Harry was obviously much calmer than Peter at this time. 

“Dark Knight is right. Spiderman, as you said before, the guy you encounter was really fast, but he was 

not very aggressive. He attacked you so many times in a row and you were only slightly wounded. I don’t 

believe Mirage Knight would have been seriously beaten into a coma. Maybe Mirage Knight has a way to 

get out on his own.” When Harry finished, Daredevil chimed in. He had clearly analyzed the situation 

carefully and had some view on Lin Rui’s capture. 

Although Daredevil’s analysis is partial, it doesn’t take into account the fact that the attacker may strike 

differently at different targets. However, I have to say that his speculation at this time is consistent with 

Lin Rui’s situation. 

“It’s true, I always feel that the man did not go all out when attacking me, and seems to have 

deliberately pulled his punches. But what if he heavily attacked when dealing with Mirage Knight? And 

the other person who had been hiding in the dark, that person’s ability is a mental attack, and Mirage 

Knight should have been hurt by them.” Peter doesn’t think Daredevil’s guess is reliable. 

“I think Daredevil is probably right. We’ve known Mirage Knight for a long time. Even if we don’t know 

anything about these guys but you did say that the two people who attacked him were powerful and I 

believe that, but I really don’t believe that Mirage Knight could have been taken just like that. There may 

be something else we don’t know about. It may be that Mirage Knight is secretly trying to get out.” Jack 

is also in the guardian base at this time and for Peter’s concern, he expressed support for Daredevil’s 

theory. 

The key to their theory is that Lin Rui always gave them a feeling that everything was in his control. After 

all, Lin Rui knows the development of many plots and often tells some surprising information. So, Jack 

doesn’t think he will be taken away so easily. It can be said that they had no idea which force had 

captured Mirage Knight, but Jack thought that Mirage Knight probably knew about them. 

Dī Dī! 

“Hmm? Deadpool is trying to contact us.” While Peter and several others are discussing Lin Rui’s 

situation, Sky’s Eye suddenly finds that Deadpool, whom he had been unable to contact all night, has 

suddenly connected with him. 

“Sky’s Eye, Mirage Knight, and others, are they there? I need their help! This time, I will kill Francis! I 

wouldn’t be Wade Wilson if I didn’t cut him into pieces!” The call was quickly connected, and the angry 

voice from the Deadpool soon came out. 



“Uh … this …” Sky ’s Eye was feeling a little awkward as he heard Deadpool’s words, and he didn’t know 

how to tell him about the special situation they were in now. Mirage Knight is missing, and even if 

Francis comes out again now, Spiderman has no time to help out. 

“Deadpool, Mirage Knight was attacked last night, and now he’s taken away. I have no time to care 

about that Francis.” Peter was a little annoyed at first when he heard Deadpool’s rude words and he 

went to the computer and said stiffly. 

“Mirage Knight was attacked?! When did it happen? Where was the attack?” Deadpool asked with a 

surprised voice when he heard Spiderman’s words. 

The already angry Wade felt that something was wrong when he heard that Mirage Knight was attacked 

last night. Had Mirage Knight seen Francis last night when he was attacked and taken away? But Francis 

was no match for Mirage Knight. 

“Nine o’clock last night, near the Margaret Sisters Bar behind Stanelis Street in Queens, New York.” 

Peter didn’t answer, it was Sky’s Eye who answered Deadpool’s question. 

“Oh! It’s true!” Hearing Sky ’s Eye’s answer, Deadpool across the computer shouted with a shocked face. 

Chapter 280 A Clue 

“What is true?” Seeing this unusual performance of Deadpool, Peter asked strangely. 

“That’s Francis! Last night he went to Margaret’s Sister bar to find my friend Weasel and then kidnapped 

my girlfriend Vanessa. And if Mirage Knight was attacked near there, it would probably had something 

to do with Francis! “Faced with Spiderman’s questioning, Deadpool quickly uttered what he thought. 

“Francis? Sister Margaret Bar!” Hearing what Deadpool said, Peter suddenly remembered something 

and then pushed Jerry aside. 

Picking up the mouse and clicking quickly on the screen, Peter quickly called out the monitoring near 

Margaret’s bar. Then Peter saw a familiar jeep right in front of the bar. It was Lin Rui’s car. It turned out 

that he really went to the Margaret Sister bar last night. 

“Jackson must have seen Francis threaten Weasel, and then went out to deal with him but he must not 

have expected these people to have some powerful backup. He didn’t notice them and he was attacked 

and caught.” Peter quickly analyzed the general situation from last night and they have finally found out 

who took Mirage Knight. 

Then Peter continued to adjust the video until it was played back from the last night when Lin Rui went 

to Sister Margaret Bar. Peter frowned slightly when he saw the stranger getting off the car with Lin Rui. 

“Who is this fellow? He must be someone close to Jackson.” Staring at Thor on the video, Peter 

muttered to himself. 

“Spiderman, did you find anything?” Peter’s actions were abnormal and Sky’s Eye on the side asked 

curiously. 

“Yeah. I need to go to this Margaret Bar now, maybe there can be some clues.” Peter intends to find the 

guy on the monitor who was drinking with Lin Rui, hoping to get some information out of him. 



Of course, Francis’s side is clear. Since they dare to attack Mirage Knight, they should be prepared to get 

retaliation from the Iron Man and the League of Defender. No matter how powerful the forces behind 

Francis are, Peter and his friends will save Mirage Knight. 

“Margaret Sister Bar? I’ll go with you. I went there once with Mirage Knight before. We also meet Wade 

there.” Hear Spiderman’s words, Daredevil suddenly said. 

Speaking of which, Daredevil was the first Vigilante that Mirage Knight knew, and he was also very 

worried about his young and mysterious teammate. 

“Well, let’s go now!” Peter had already called on Daredevil to leave. 

“As for Francis, Deadpool, as long as he appears again, we will let him see what happens when he 

touches one of us!” Peter said seriously to Wade on the computer before leaving. 

“Of course! I will kill Francis!” His girlfriend was kidnapped and Francis was already dead in Deadpool’s 

eyes. 

… 

Half an hour later, Peter and Daredevil had arrived at the Margaret Sisters Bar. Of course, Peter has now 

changed into his regular clothes. Fortunately, Matt couldn’t see, otherwise, Peter might have asked 

Harry to come with him. Moreover, Peter is not yet old enough to enter such a bar alone, and it will be a 

lot less trouble if Matt brings him along with him. After all, he has been here several times before. 

Sure enough, under Matt’s leadership, the people in the bar weren’t much surprised at seeing Peter. Lin 

Rui, who came with Matt sometimes, was exposed in the Margaret Sisters Bar. These mercenaries are 

not fools and they obviously knew that Matt’s origin is not simple and this time he brought a new guy. 

“I thought the bar would be empty?” Glancing at the Margaret bar, Peter whispered to Matt at his side. 

As a gray area mercenary gathering place in New York, although Margaret Bar has a lot less people 

during the day than at night, it is not completely closed like other bars. And, just walking in, Peter could 

feel that the people inside were not ordinary. Everyone has a faint murderous aura around them and 

their strength is obviously much stronger than that of ordinary people. 

“This isn’t a simple bar, is it?” Not knowing why Lin Rui is here for a drink, Peter asks Matt again. 

“Well, this is the place where Mercenary in New York accept requests or missions and exchange 

information.” Matt, who was walking in front, finally said to Peter. 

“Why did Mirage Knight come here?” Peter wondered, of course, Jackson as Mirage Knight can come 

here but Jackson came here with a friend. 

“Just ask someone, Weasel should be away now, but someone should know what he did here last 

night.” Walking straight into the bar, Matt replied lightly. 

Seeing Matt walk straight to the back of the entertainment area, Peter had to follow. Although Peter is 

not used to the atmosphere here, he will not show much discomfort. 

Hoo-hoo! ~ ~ 



Soon, Matt stopped at a pool table. And behind the billiards table was a messy sofa, on which lay two 

rough men who seemed to have been playing all night, and who were now sleeping even with all the 

shouting people nearby. But as Matt and Peter approached, the voices of the two men died down a bit. 

Shout! 

After standing by the couch for a few seconds, Matt finally lifted the stick that served as a guide and 

poked it towards the man on the couch. 

Brush! 

Matt’s stick was still half a meter from the man on the sofa, and the arm of the sleeping man, which had 

seemed to be under his head, suddenly pulled out. A swarthy gun had been aimed at Matt for a 

moment. 

Card! 

However, Matt’s movement was not slow, and with a wave of the stick, he just blocked the muzzle. 

“Matt? Why are you here so early today?” The big man asked, surprised to see the man standing in front 

of himself and he had put away his gun. Obviously, this person is someone familiar with Matt. 

Although he was just awake, the big man didn’t get confused at all when he just woke up, and the whole 

person looked energetic. This is the quality of professional mercenary as they can keep alert and 

become ready to fight at any time. As for the other big man sleeping next to him, he opened his eyes 

and sat up slowly. He didn’t speak after glancing at Matt. Peter, who was standing behind Matt, was 

clearly treated as a junior or something like Lin Rui. 

“Jeff, you have been here last night. Did you see Jackson?” Matt asked, without turning around. 

 


